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• Founded in 1933 as affiliate of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®

• Serves real estate managers of all property types—commercial, residential, 
retail, and industrial

• A major force in enhancing professional practices and ethical standards 
within the industry

• Global standard for real estate management
- 20,000+ members in 35 countries
- Organized into 93 chapters – 80 US, 13 international
- IREM chapters in Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
NANCYEKick off the program, explaining who IREM is



Mike Lanning, CPM
2017 President
Institute of Real Estate Management
Senior Vice President and Market Leader, 
Cushman & Wakefield, AMO
Kansas City, Missouri, USA

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
 Mike – Introduce yourself
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Título
Subtítulo

 Lorem ipsum

 Dolor sit amet

 Consectetuer adipiscing elit

 Sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

 Ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat

 Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam

 Quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper

 Suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea

 Commodo consequat

Ben McGrew, CPM
2017 President-Ele

Institute of Real Estate Managemen
Presiden

FiduciaryWe
Reno, Nevada, US

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Ben – introduce yourself
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Nancye Kirk 
Chief Strategy Officer
Institute of Real Estate Management
Chicago, Illinois  USA

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Nancye – introduce yourselfNancye – will ask Ben to start by sharing one of the major trends that IREM has identified
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Institutionalization of 
commercial real estate

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
BEN:One of the most significant trends that has affected the commercial real estate industry has been the continued institutionalization of ownership30 years ago, most real estate was held by regional mom-and-pop shopsReal estate rarely appeared in institutional portfolios, seldom going above 2% of an institution’s holdings Today, it’s a different storyCommercial real estate now represents nearly 10% of institutional investment portfolios – and this number is expected to growWhat’s causing this?One of drivers has been the rise of REIT structures There are more than 200 REITs in the United States that trade on one of the major stock exchangeThese REITs have a combined equity market capitalization of nearly $1 trillion – and that represents a lot of real estateAnother driver is pension funds, which represent the largest pool of investment capital in the worldThey allocate a significant percentage of their investment portfolios to real estate as a way of diversifying riskThese institutional investors have changed the perception of real estateIt is now seen as an asset class that demands professional management, transparency, and measurementThis has definitely created opportunities for property managers and asset managers It has also created new challengesInstitutional real estate portfolios are more complicated than everThey span multiple geographic markets and property typesThey are driven by different investment goals and strategiesAnd they have introduced demanding reporting structuresAll of this has a direct impact on the management of those real estate assets
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Blurring of lines:
Property management

Asset management

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
MIKE:The rise in institutional ownership of real estate has brought with it a blurring of lines between the role of the property manager and the role of the asset manager and a shifting of responsibilitiesWhile this shift has been gradual, I’ve certainly noticed intensified pressures on property management in the past 5 to 10 years The asset manager’s workload has expanded since the recessionTo manage the workload, asset management is pushing down on property management to do more to respond to owners and investors who are driven to capitalize on the value of their portfoliosThe property manager still has the day-to-day responsibilities of collecting rents and making bill payments and seeing to the operations of the physical plantHe is on the front lines for tenant relations, accounting, maintenance and other daily tasksBut now those responsibilities have been expanded to include long-term financial models and execution of strategic business plans aligned with the institutional owner’s goals and objectives across the property’s life cycleAs the owner’s representative, the asset manager still has the final say in the property’s strategyBut there’s now added pressure on property management to provide more extensive reporting, put in place policies to comply with state and federal regulations, and to offer more financial and analytical expertiseThis is forcing more reliance than ever on the insight of frontline managers at individual properties They must be knowledgeable about the property and able to impart whatever information is needed – even when it involves bad newsBottom line: To be effective in this new world, the property manager must think like an asset manager
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Better data
Better data access

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
NANCYE – Let’s shift the conversation to technologyBEN:There is greater demand than ever before for better data, better access to data, and greater transparency with respect to dataCommercial real estate has always been intensely data drivenBut it hasn’t been transparent and data has not been accessibleGetting access to real-time data – and knowing how to analyze it – is becoming more important than ever before“Big data” has become a household termBut in too many cases, commercial real estate has not advanced beyond the Excel spreadsheet Today’s successful asset managers realize if they can harness property and portfolio and market data – they will have a distinct competitive advantageSophisticated property managers know that their buildings can actually speak to them – through data they gather about how their buildings operate, how offices function, and how people workBuilding data can show who is using offices, when, and  howSmart sensors monitor everything from room occupancy to humidity levelsIn retail properties, sensors provide valuable information o pedestrian traffic and shopper activityNew building technologies offer tremendous energy-savings potential derived from computer controlled “smart” systems – and settings can be adjusted without a maintenance callA data-savvy management team can prevent costly and disruptive equipment failure, optimize building performance, and manage resources across a huge portfolio with a single highly efficient dashboardWhen it comes to commercial property, big data is the gathering of all things occurring within and impacting a building and giving it the ability to be analyzed and used to guide decisionsIn commercial properties, this data is being used to make workplaces more efficient, employees more effective, and businesses more profitableIt also means real-time market intelligence on comparable buildings in the areaFor the property and asset manager, this data is positioning them to make better decisions, reduce risk, and operate more effectivelyRather than detracting from the very human skills required for managing people and properties – data and analytics are bringing faster and better-informed decision-making capabilities to the managers of real estate assets And a competitive advantage for those managers who have mastered these new skills



Institutionalization of commercial real estate
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Better mobile 
technology

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
MIKE:And it’s not just more and better data that is neededAccessibility is critically importantProperty managers and asset managers need greater data mobilityCommercial real estate is fundamentally a mobile industry In a business where a desk is wasted space and the office is anywhere, managers demand tools that let them work remotelyTo perform effectively, they need access to the tools, documents, and data they rely on no matter the time of day and no matter where they areMobile applications make it possible to manage an asset, collaborate with team members, sign documents, assess building operations, and analyze market trends on the go
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Sustainability

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
NANCYE:  Another trend that has been here for a while and is not going away is the green movementBen – can you shed some light on thisBEN:Commercial real estate in the United States accounts for 18% of energy usage, produces 40% of carbon dioxide emissions, and uses 88% of potable waterWhen commercial and residential buildings are looked at together, it is estimated that they account for 40% of all energy consumption in the country - 40% - that’s a lot of energyThis is why the pressure to make buildings more environmentally friendly and more energy efficient continues to mount This pressure is coming from office tenants, who see having a sustainable office as part of their corporate social responsibility agenda and who have come to understand that the office environment has an affect on the productivity of office workersStudies show that improved ventilation, lighting design, and access to natural light can boost productivity by 20% or moreThe pressure for more sustainable buildings is also is coming from the officer workers themselves, especially younger workers, who want to work at a place that is sensitive to the environment and is doing all it can to reduce its carbon footprintAnd most importantly, the demand for sustainability is coming from property owners and investorsYes, they see it as an opportunity to improve building performance by utilizing less energy and less water which can lower their overall operating expenses They also recognize that green buildings are more marketableBuildings with green features have higher tenant attraction, rents, and sales pricesThere is the risk of building obsolescence when sustainable measures are not adoptedWe have seen a shift from “how much will a green building cost me” to “how much will not investing in green building cost my business”And who better to impact change than those who are managing the properties – who have boots on the ground and can impact both short-term profitability and long-term value generation
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Consolidation

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
MIKE:Something else we have been seeing is industry consolidationMy own experience is a prime exampleWithin the past 18 months, I have worked for three companies – I’ve had three different business cards – but I haven’t changed jobsI was with Cassidy Turley – which acquired DTZ – which in turn took over Cushman & Wakefield This was a major consolidation – making Cushman the world’s second largest real estate companyThere are several drivers of this trend The Great Recession caused many companies to consider mergers or sales – especially among aging real estate company founders who wanted to monetize what they had createdLarge real estate companies headquartered outside the United States began to move into the U.S. market, which represented an attractive market when compared to othersTypically, real estate firms that only generate revenues from brokerage do not trade as favorably as a business that also offers real estate management services – which provides a more stabilized cash flow streamReal estate has always been a local business – boots on the ground are needed in a local market to build relationships and understand local market dynamicsBut a bigger brand equals bigger business when you factor in instant name recognition, better marketing tools, and access to a worldwide networkEspecially with foreign capital entering the marketplace, a brand that is known and has a global footprint is more relevant to a foreign buyerThe importance of brand equity as a competitive advantage cannot be ignored – and has driven much of the consolidation we have seen
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
NANCYE:  Let’s turn our attention to talentThe baby boomers are beginning to exit the workforceBen – what’s the impact on the real estate business
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War for talent

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
BEN:Today, it’s all about the millennial generation – those who are in their 20s and 30sThere are plenty of them – more than any other age group in the work forceBut they are differentExpectations have changedThe next generation of commercial real estate practitioners expects a different work environmentThey want to continually develop their skills and receive regular feedback on how they are doing – which impacts those who are managing millennialsQuality of life is important – they want flexible work hours and flexible work locationTechnology has been part of their life from the beginning – it’s the lens through which they see everythingThis means they want and expect mobility, modern tools, and data at their fingertipsThey want to be with a forward-thinking company and they want to be recognized for what they know and what they doThey are demanding new ways of working and new technologies to drive the business forwardAnd if real estate companies don’t respond, the top talent will go elsewhere 
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Urbanization

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
MIKE:While we are on the subject of millennials - Where are these young people clustering? Where do they want to live and work?They want to be in cities – in 24-hour cities – in walkable cities that have open public spaces and a vibrant nightlifeThey are moving back to cities or relocating to areas with easy public transportation into the urban coreThey want to reduce the time and expense spent on commuting and transportationCar ridership is no longer increasing – and is in fact trending down in terms of miles drivenThey want to live and work in buildings that foster a sense of communityAnd they are choosing to rent rather than ownRetailers also are respondingNational retailers are realizing that densely populated urban areas are underservedJust look at Wal-Mart and Target, which were built on suburbs and have now changed their course – they have created scaled-down facilities for future growth – they are opening smaller store formats in underserved urban locationsNone of this suggests that the suburbs are going away – but they are getting a makeover and are taking on a more urban feelAll of this is making transportation-oriented developments highly valued and mixed-use developments more popular This is creating exciting opportunities for real estate to fulfill its ultimate role in society by creating great places where people can live, work, shop, and playAnd for property managers who can manage these properties successfully – the demand is growing
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Home Ownership Rate by Country

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
BEN:Another huge shift we have seen is in the shift toward renting versus owningThe current home ownership rate is 63.7% - down from a high in 2005 of close to 70%This puts us about equal to Japan and France – and clearly below Brazil, where the home ownership rate is well over 70%
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Renting vs. owning

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
BEN:There are a number of reasons for thisYoung people often prefer renting to buying – they like being mobile - or they haven’t saved enough to purchase a homeAnd older people may have chosen to downsize – or they lost their homes during the financial crisis and had no other choiceAnother factor is the limited inventory of homes to purchaseInterestingly enough, single-family sales activity is at its highest level since the great recession - first-time homebuyers are finding it difficult to find an affordable home As a result, potential buyers often are closed out of the market and turning to multifamily rentals as their only affordable option



ecommerce
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E-Commerce

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
NANCYE: Another major trend that is impacting real estate – and all classes of real estate – is e-commerceSo what’s the impact on real estate?Mike – do you want to take this one?MIKE:Let’s start with retail – which is obviously being affectedThis is a bad time for retail in the United StatesRetail anchors are closingVacancy rates at regional malls are 8% - and neighborhood centers are seeing 10% vacancy ratesNow let’s look at industrial property – which is benefiting from this trendIndustrial vacancy is at an all-time low – 5.6%And rents, on a triple-net basis, broke $5 per square foot for the first time last yearFor industrial property, the emphasis is on logistics and proximity to consumers to solve the “last mile” challenge of deliveryProLogis no longer brands itself as a company that owns warehouses – it is now a “logistics and solutions” companyAs I understand it, with the emerging consumer class here in Brazil, the industrial market is experiencing this same thing as we are seeing in the United States – and demand for industrial space here is outperforming the economyWhen it comes to e-commerce, even multifamily properties are being affectedPackage delivery is becoming a major issueBuilding managers are responding in different waysSome are refusing to accept packages – other are charging for handling their residents’ packages - and others are treating the handling of packages of a building amenityIt’s a new challenge for those of us who are managing the properties where these boxes keep arriving
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Globalization

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
BEN:Being here at a global forum – we would be remiss if I didn’t mention another impact on the real estate market - our changing, and increasingly interdependent, global economyEveryone is and will continue to be affected by global eventsBrexit, the drop in crude oil prices, acts of terrorism, to name just a few Cross-border real estate transactions are becoming more frequent – as capital looks for opportunity throughout the world The U.S. real estate market has become a haven for offshore investors, who are pumping record amounts of capital into US office assets, especially in primary urban coresAccording to JLL research, foreign office investment surpassed $20 billion in 2016, accounting for 16% of the overall acquisition volumeHistorically, Canadians have been the most active foreign players on the market – increasingly, Asian and German investors are stealing the spotlightOf the 50 largest office deals that closed in the states last year, offshore buyers accounted for 43% According to a survey by the National Association of Realtors, one-fifth of commercial Realtors closed a sale with an international client in 2016Brazilian investors are certainly among those investing in U.S. real estate – with a tendency to focus on south Florida and New York City
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Competition

Competition for deals
Competition for capital
Competition for talent

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
MIKEAnd this leads right into another key trend that we’ve been seeing – rising competition on all frontsThere’s more competition for deals Billions more dollars are coming into the market, but there are not many more buildingsAs a result, more dollars and more investors are chasing each dealThere’s more competition for capitalAs more capital flows into commercial real estate, more investors are trying to raise fundsAnd last, but certainly not least, there’s intense competition for talentThe industry is beginning to realize that we are in a war for talent



Trump
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
NANCYE: The title of this session is “From Talent to Technology to Trump”We’ve covered talent and technology and a number of other topics – now it’s time for TrumpBen, do you want to take the first shot at this?BEN:To say that this is an interesting time in our nation’s history would be an understatementThe real estate industry was generally optimistic in November after the electionSome of this optimism has been tempered by political turbulence and lack of regulatory change that had been anticipatedVery little seems to be getting accomplished in terms of tax reform or any other significant legislation Although market fundamentals remain strong - what we are experiencing is a period of uncertaintyThis uncertainty about market conditions and about what will really happen in the Trump administration is leading to hesitancy in decision-making – people are holding backAt the same time, Trump’s approval ratings continue to dropJust last week I read the results of a survey of real estate practitioners which indicated that 66% disapproved of the way Trump is handling the job We’re all waiting to see what will happen next – and hoping for positive change and a government that gets back to the business of governing
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A few tips . . . 
•Be competitive – differentiate yourself, your company, 

your property
•Leverage technology
•Think like an asset manager
•Never stop learning

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
NANCYE:We’ve covered a lot of territory – but what does it all mean?Where does that leave us?In the midst of a changing business environment – how do you respond and position yourself and your company for success?Be competitive – differentiate yourself, our company, your propertyLeverage technology – make technology your partner – achieve greater efficiencies, Think like an asset manager – like the owner – when managing a real estate asset, put yourself in the position of the owner And never stop learning
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
NANCYEKick off the program, explaining who IREM is
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
BEN:Close by inviting everyone to come to Chicago to the IREM Global Summit – October 10-13



QUESTIONS?

OBRIGADO

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
MIKE:  Before we close – are there any questions?Obrigado – thanks for giving us this opportunity 
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